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Pandemics and the financial markets
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Event Data and Sensor Data

Event data is any data that you want to measure about an event

Sensor data is the output of a device that detects and responds to some type of input
from the physical environment.
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Event Studies

Event study is probably the oldest and simplest causal inference research design

• effect of stock splits on stock prices (Dolley 1933; MacKinlay 1997)

• the information content of earnings announcements (Ball and Brown (1968))

Fama calls event studies a test of how quickly security prices reflect public information
announcements (Fama 1991, p. 1576).

( ̸=Marketing lit: assume market efficiency to measure the value of campaign, ..)
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Causal Diagram for Event Studies Design

Post Event Treatment Outcome

Time
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The impact of COVID-19 on small business

• Treatment=Pandemic→ Outcome=Survival
• Time series: looking at pre and post pandemics outcome

• Pandemic← After Event← Time→ Outcome
• All the stuff that changes over time independently of the Pandemics
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Financial Fragility of Small Business
Survey to SME: “roughly how much cash (e.g. in savings, checking) do you have access to
without seeking further loans or money from family or friends to pay for your business?”

Bartik et al. (2020), The impact of COVID‐19 on small business outcomes
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Counterfactuals

Would those firms that went bankrupt, have gone bankrupt even without the pandemics?

1. whatever was going on before would have continued doing its thing if not for the
treatment

2. how the actual outcome deviates from that prediction
3. the extent of the deviation is the effect of treatment
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Pre-Trend Analysis
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Approaches to Pre-Trends

1. Ignore it! When is this good?

• panel (a)
• high‐frequency data

2. Predict After‐Event Data Using Before‐Event Data

• look at the outcome data you have leading up to the event
• use the patterns in that data to predict what the outcome would be afterwards
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Practical Corner

Boeing stock plunges again after coronavirus bailout quest spooks investors
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Practical Corner

event <- ymd("2020-02-20")
boeing <- boeing %>% mutate(Date= format(as.Date(boeing$Date), "%Y-%m-%d")) %>%

filter(Date >= ymd('2019-01-12') &
Date <= ymd('2020-04-30'))

# And observation data
window_around_event <- boeing %>%

filter(Date >= event - days(35) &
Date <= event + days(45))

# Graph the results
ggplot(window_around_event, aes(x = ymd(Date), y = as.integer(Open), group = 1)) +

geom_line(color="steelblue") +
geom_vline(aes(xintercept = ymd(event)), linetype = 'dashed', color="yellow") +
ylab("") + xlab("Nasdaq Real Time Price (USD)")
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Event Study Design with Stock Markets

On February 2nd 2022, Meta (FB) release that its global daily active users declined from
the previous quarter for the first time, to 1.929 billion from 1.930 billion. More Here
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Event Study Design with Stock Markets

1. Event Identification:
• (e.g., dividends, MA, stock buyback, laws or regulation, privatization vs. nationalization,
celebrity endorsements, name changes, or brand extensions etc.).

• Events must affect either cash flows or on the value of the firm (A. Sorescu, Warren,
and Ertekin 2017, 191)

2. pick an estimation period

3. pick an observation period
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Event Study Design

1. Use the data from the estimation period to estimate a model that can make a
prediction of the stock’s return in each period:

1.1 Means‐adjusted returns model: average in the estimation period R̂ = R̄
1.2 Market‐adjusted returns models: Use the market return in each period R̂ = RM

1.3 Risk‐adjusted returns model: relation in the estimation period btw returns

R = α+ βRM + ϵ

R̂ est. E[R|RM ]

2. Calculate abnormal return AR = R− R̂

3. Is AR constant during the observation period?
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library(tidyverse); library(lubridate)
sp500 <- read_csv("~/08-event-study/sp_500.csv")
meta <- read_csv("~/08-event-study/META.csv")

event <- ymd("2022-02-02")
# Create estimation data set
sp500 <- sp500 %>%

mutate(returnSP=(Open-lag(Close))/Open, Date=format(as.Date(Date), "%Y-%m-%d"))
meta <- meta %>%

mutate(returnM=(Open-lag(Close))/Open, Date=format(as.Date(Date), "%Y-%m-%d"))

est_data <- left_join(sp500, meta, by=c("Date")) %>%
select(Date, returnM, returnSP) %>% filter(Date < event - days(4) )

# And observation data
obs_data <- est_data %>%

filter(Date >= event - days(15) & Date <= event + days(7))
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# Estimate a model predicting stock price with market return
m <- lm(return_meta ~ return_sp_500, data = est_data)
# Get AR
obs_data <- obs_data %>%

# Using mean of estimation return
mutate(AR_mean = return_meta - mean(est_data$return_meta),

# Then comparing to market return
AR_market = return_meta - return_sp_500,
# Then using model fit with estimation data
risk_predict = predict(m, newdata = obs_data),
AR_risk = return_meta - risk_predict)

# Graph the results
ggplot(obs_data, aes(x = ymd(Date), y = AR_risk, group=1)) +

geom_line(color="steelblue") +
geom_vline(aes(xintercept = ymd(event)), linetype = 'dashed', color="yellow") +
ylab("Abnormal Return") + xlab("Date") +
scale_colour_Publication() + theme_dark_blue() 17



Meta returns around the announcement of drop in users’ accounts

Meta (FB) global daily active users declined from the previous quarter for the first time,
to 1.929 billion from 1.930 billion.
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Event Studies with Regression

What if you’re interested in an event that changes the time series in a long‐lasting way?

Outcome = β0 + β1t+ β2After + β3t×After + ϵ

where is the time period and After is a binary variable equal to 1 anytime after the event
• Pros: more‐precise estimate of the time trend than going day by day
• Cons: data tends to be “sticky” over time, autocorrelation inflates your test statistics
(heteroskedasticity‐ and autocorrelation‐consistent (HAC) standard errors)
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Capturing longer term effects

Does an English policy put in place in mid‐2010 to improve quality of health care
received in the ambulance on the way to the hospital on the chances of heart attack and
stroke afterwards?

Taljaard et al. (2014) use a regression‐based approach to event studies to evaluate the
effect of a policy intervention on health outcomes.
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Event Study Design vs other Designs

Traditional Event Study Design exploit the variability BEFORE/AFTER events

Variants
• multiple treated groups, all of which are treated at different times, whether or not
there’s also a control group

• Event study with a control: compare with a group unaffected by the event
• Diff‐in‐Diff estimator
• synthetic control

→ Identification requires the exogeneous

• Economic Models to inform the counterfactual
→ Structural estimations
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Event Studies with Multiple Affected Groups

The Meta announcement might affect only Meta’s stock

How about the announcement of the introduction of DGPR in the EU that should affect
all the stocks (TECH related) companies traded there?

Outcomeit = βi + β1t+ β2Aftert + β3t×Aftert + ϵit

where i indexes firms, t is the time period and After is a binary variable equal to 1 in any
time after the event
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library(tidyverse); library(fixest)
set.seed(10)

# Create data with 10 groups and 10 time periods
df <- crossing(id = 1:10, t = 1:10) %>%

# Add an event in period 6 with a one-period positive effect
mutate(Y = rnorm(n()) + 1.5*(t >= 6))

# Use i() in feols to include time dummies,
# specifying that we want to drop t = 5 as the reference
m <- feols(Y ~ i(t, ref = 5), data = df,

cluster = 'id')

# Plot the results, except for the intercep,# and add a line joining
# them and a space and line for the reference group
coefplot(m, drop = '(Intercept)',

pt.join = TRUE, ref = c('t:5' = 6), ref.line = TRUE)
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Regression Discontinuity Design
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• yi is an employment‐related measure for individual i (i.e. a dummy indicating
employment status),
• f(age,a) is a flexible polynomial in age with parameters a
• Xi is a set of covariates for individual i

β is the (causal) effect on employment of the increase in the NMW from the youth to the
adult rate.
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The effect of the threshold on the employment

Caption 29



Diff in Diff Design
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Card & Krueger (1994)
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Multiple affected Groups
Staggered adoption: everyone is treated, but treatment length differs by group
Use: policy is introduced in many different states during many different time periods

Hoynes et al. (2016) use staggered roll‐out as their identification strategy to assess the
long‐run effects of childhood access to the safety net
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https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/aer.20130375


Multiple affected Groups
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Economic models as Counterfactuals

Immagine that you want to evaluate the effect of the effect of the enforcement of a
Regional Trade Agreement between countries on their trade flows.

What are Regional Trading Agreements? Regional trading agreements refer to a treaty
that is signed by two or more countries to encourage the free movement of goods and
services across the borders of its members.
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Economic models as Counterfactuals
Immagine that you want to evaluate the effect of the effect of the enforcement of a
Regional Trade Agreement between countries on their trade flows.
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What are the drivers of trade?
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Counterfactuals in Trade

Trade flowsij = Sizei × Sizej × Frictions to tradeij
• Size=YiEj

Y

• Frictions:

1. Bilateral trade cost between partners i and j, tij , is typically approximated in the
literature by various geographic and trade policy variables, such as bilateral distance,
tariffs etc.

2. The structural term Pj , coined by Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) as inward
multilateral resistance represents importer j’s ease of market access.

3. The structural term Πi , defined as outward multilateral resistances by Anderson and
van Wincoop (2003), measures exporter i’s ease of market access
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Intensive Margin of Trade: Export Value

Head and Mayer (2014)
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Extensive Margin of Trade: Number of non-zero trade flows

Head and Mayer (2014)
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Reduced Form Estimation

Two Commonly‐Used Reduced‐Form Estimators

1. OLS Estimation:

lnXij = βdlnDistij + Controlsij +Mi +Xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
βZij

+ϵij . (1)

‐ moment condition:
∑

ij Zij (̇lnXij−lnX̂ij) = 0

2. PPML Estimation:

Xij = exp (βdlnDist+ ij + Controlsij +Mi +Xj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
βZij

+ϵij (2)

‐ moment condition:
∑

ij Zij (̇Xij−X̂ij) = 0
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PPML vs OLS

Advantages of the PPML estimator:
1. It can naturally account for zeros
2. The estimated fixed effects, M̂i and X̂i, are consistent with equilibrium conditions

(Fally, 2015).
3. Provides consistent estimates in the presence of heteroskedasticity.

Disadvantage of the PPML estimator: it is prone to small sample bias.
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Estimating the effects of being part of an RTA

Caption: Yoto V. Yotov et al.
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Meta Analysis of gravity estimates

Caption
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The effect of RTAs
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Other studies using the Gravity framework as counterfactual

• Effect of trade liberalizations (NAFTA, Mexico‐US Canada) trade agreements, etc.
• Eu integration
• Migration flows
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Sources

• About event data design, Nick Huntington‐Klein, here
• About Gravity estimation, here
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https://theeffectbook.net/ch-EventStudies.html
https://r.tiid.org/R_structural_gravity/general-equilibrium-trade-policy-analysis-with-structural-gravity.html

